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Abstract— In ad hoc network the unidirectional links and
hidden node appear very frequently. There are few techniques
that are used to avoid both unidirectional links and hidden
nodes. Request to send/Clear to send (RTS/CTS) technique is
used to avoid hidden link scenario and hello, blacklisting and
reverse path search are used to avoid unidirectional links. In our
research we opted for Dynamic source routing (DSR) which
basically considers every route to be bidirectional, but as nodes
moves frequently in ad hoc network these two problems occur.
In the first part of the paper, we have implemented (RTS/CTS)
and blacklisting techniques to avoid hidden links and
unidirectional links to look into the improvement in the
Dynamic source routing (DSR) by calculating certain
parameters such as, Throughput (packet delivery at sink), Endto-End Delay, Network load and Packet delivery ratio.
Furthermore our thesis also look into the link failure recovery,
as nodes are continuously moving while data transferring as
well so the node can move away from each other in these cases
so the link broke down between the source and destination
nodes so to avoid this scenario We implemented a mechanism
of route recovery to efficiently tackle this problem. The result
shows that the improved Dynamic source routing (Improved
DSR) has shown more stability and performs very good overall
in every performance parameter.

These links can create problems in communication between
the nodes if it is not tackled. Asymmetric (unidirectional) links
are the main area of our research. Different researchers have
different approaches to handle the unidirectional link [1] [2] [3]
[4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Using the unidirectional links is not so good,
as it gives a high-overhead in the network [1]. So the question
arises here to use unidirectional links or not. This is
questionable and can vary from researcher to researcher. There
is another problem to handle in ad hoc networks i.e. hidden link
between nodes. The figure 2 shows hidden link scenario, due to
hidden links the nodes cannot hear each other properly and this
entirely jeopardizes the network. In the later part of our work
we will look into the link failures while data transferring. As we
know these all nodes are mobile in nature they frequently
changes there position so it can move away from each other so
that they lost their connection and the link in broken. This issue
can also be detected due to interference in the environment.
Our research work is to efficiently look into the
unidirectional links; avoid Hidden node cases and looking into
link failure issues, thus ensuring the transfer of data packets
over the network to avoid networks jeopardizing in DSR
protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

A network that does not have any base stations or centralized
established infrastructure, a few nodes combines together to
Form a network which is temporary pass information to each
other for a specific purpose and they may be inter connected to
each other through Wi-Fi links is called adhoc network. The
links between the nodes are by default considered as
bidirectional but due to certain reasons like nodes transceiver
power difference, hurdles in signal propagation and sometime
noise in the environment exists and these phenomena’s creates
unidirectional links between these nodes as shown in “fig.1”.
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Figure 1. Bi-directional Adhoc network
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II.

DSR PROTOCOL

The Dynamic source Routing (DSR) is a special protocol that
uses it resources when the route is needed for communication.
A node is DSR sustain route in its caches memory or routing
table of the other nodes. The cache tables of these nodes are

updated when a node gets information about new
routes of its neighbor. The protocol has two phase’s
i.e.



A
C
B
D

Discovery of its routes
Maintenance of the routes it has already found
E

When there is a desire of a single node that he wants to send
some information to a node, it will look into its routing table
that if he had its address or not, if he had an address of a route
to this specific node it will connect to this node by send RREQ
directly through that route and when he gets RREP from that
node it will start sending information. But if there he found no
route in its memory it will start a mechanism by flooding the
RREQ to its neighbors and if there is no destination node in the
neighbor, they will send it to their neighbors and this process is
continued until the destination node is found. When a node want
to send data, first it sends RREQ packet in which it adds the
address of the node and its own address for RREP and it also
adds a very unique number through which all the nodes can
identify that this packet has been sent by source which source
node. When any of the nodes receives this packet it looks into
its own table that if he knows the path, if he do not he floods
the RREQ packet [9][12]. RREQ is received by a node; the
address it holds of a destination is its own or of other node but
it knows its route so this node will generate a RREP packet. The
node will append its own information and the information from
the RREQ packet into this and will send it through a route on
which it has received the RREQ packet as shown in “fig. 4”
DSR protocol uses two methods to maintain its route i.e.
 Route error packet
 Acknowledgement
When node finds error in its transmission it generates the
Route error packet (RERR) and sends it to other nodes. When
the other nodes receive this specific packet it initiates a process
and removes the route of the node from its route cache. The
acknowledgment packet is used in DSR to find that the Packet
has been successfully received at the specific node or neighbor.
There is also a passive acknowledgment by which the node
knows that the Packet has been forwarded to other nodes.
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Figure 2: RREQ packet sent from A to F
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Figure 3: RREP packet sent from F to C to A

III.

TECHNIQUE FOR HANDLING UNIDIRECTIONAL LINK,
HIDDEN LINK AND LINK FAILURE

The node in discussion has to send data to some other node
called destination, so it will send RREQ to all neighbor nodes,
when the RREQ is received at neighbor nodes it will reply with
Acknowledge Packet (ACK) back to source node, if the source
node does not receive Acknowledgement (ACK) from any of
the neighbor node it will have to check two scenarios under
which the concern node did not reply.
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A. Hidden node scenario
Another problem researcher’s encounter while deploying
adhoc network in a certain area is hidden nodes. This is a
problem that occurs when a node A want to communicate with
other node AP (access point) and at the same time some other
node B is also trying to communicate with the same node
(access point) as seen in “fig .5”. If one of the nodes is trying to
send a large number of data packets so we can encounter a lot
of packet drops as neither of the packet will pass as both A and
B are sending data packets. To handle this problem we can use
different solutions.
1. RTS/CTS (Request to send/Clear to send). Node will send
RTS to AP and when AP responds with CTS it will send
its data.
2. By enhancing antenna range so the node will now not be
a hidden node as we are using CSMA/CA, in which every
node will wait for its due turn to send data.
3. We can also encounter this problem due to some obstacle
so first we have to remove the obstacle is some cases or in
other cases where we cannot move obstacle we will move
the node location.

Figure 5. Hidden node

B. Unidirectional link scenario
In the second place if the node is not hidden node then the
source node will check for the unidirectional link, for that, it
will initiate a counter and will wait for Maximum Upper
threshold each time it sends the RREQ to the specific node,
when the counter reaches the count three and the node did reply
with RREP packet so the node will go into its natural process.
If the node did not reply with RREP packet the node will
perform three processes there as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. DSR protocol Process
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a) Blacklist the node
b) Update its routing table
c) Inform the concern nodes that this link has been
blacklisted
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If the Hello Packet (RREQ) is Acknowledge by the neighbor
and it will compare its Address with the Destination Address
send by source node, if the node Address matches with
Destination Address it will send RREP packet and the source
node will establish the link and will start traffic between them.
If the neighbor node is not the destination node so it will send
the RREQ Packet to its neighbor to find out the path to the
destination node and the same process will be performed again
and again till the RREQ Packet has reached the Destination
node as shown in “fig. 6”[11][12]. Once the link is established
between the source node and destination node there we can
enconter link failure.

C. Link failure
When the source node and destination node transfer
data there may be a link failure it can be due to many reasons.
I.
II.
III.

Destination or Source node moves away from the
range of each other.
Due to any interference between the Source and
Destination nodes.
Due to frequencies variation of Source and Destination
nodes.

Figure 7. Link failure process

Figure 6. Black listing process
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First the Source node will check the alternate route in its routing
table to reach destination, if the route is found then the Source
node will configure the route and after establishing the route it
will start the traffic once again. But if the node don’t have any
route in its routing table, it will resend a RREQ packet towards
the Destination node, it will wait till the Maximum upper
threshold time, if the RREP is received so it will configure the
route and establish the link and will start traffic but if the RREP
is not received the at source the RERR packet will be sent to
Source node and it will again start the main process by sending
a RREQ packet to the neighbors as shown in “fig. 7”.
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Figure 8. Flow chart of the whole process, Hidden node, unidirectional link and link failure
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IV.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this chapter we will see into the simulations we had
performed and evaluate the results. We had found during our
research under the DSR protocol utilizing unidirectional links
in adhoc networks. We are evaluating our results through four
different parameters (1) Throughput (2) End-to-End delay (3)
Network load (4) Packet Delivery ratio.
We will look into two sets of experiments i.e. (1)
Comparison of DSR vs. DSR with unidirectional link and
hidden nodes (2) Comparison of DSR with unidirectional
Link and hidden nodes vs. DSR with unidirectional Link and
hidden nodes including Link Failure recovery (Imp DSR with
Link failure).
A. Comparison of DSR vs. DSR with unidirectional link
and hidden nodes(Imp DSR)
We have used matlab as a simulation environment for our
research purpose. We created a 100 nodes environment to
find out the results. The result will be shown in two different
scenarios mentioned above and there performance metrics.
First we implemented the improved DSR protocol by
including unidirectional link and hidden nodes scenarios.
Then we compare their graphical response and we find out
that throughput of the packets has shown improvement as
shown in table. All other parameters such as End-to-End
delay, Network load and Packet Delivery ratio has shown
huge improvements it can be seen in the table and from the
graphs.

Rounds
of
data Packet
sent

Packets
received at
destination
Imp DSR

Packets Drop
Imp DSR

80000

49000
Approximately

31000
Approximately

From the graphical response we can see that throughput
has been incresed with avoidance of unidirectional links and
hidden nodes adjustments. As here we are avoiding
unnecessary data packets send on unidirectional links and
then waiting for the response fro the specific node we are
ncreasing our throughput ability and decresing the End-toEnd Delay. Throughput in ths scenario has been achieved
upto 12 to 10 percent more than simple DSR. The End-toEnd Dealy has been minimsed upto 5 to 6 ms as shown in
“fig10”. We can aslo see that the load on the network has
been reduced upto 10 percent from DSR protocol. The packet
Delivery ratio is another parameter that has been enhanced
due to our proposed solutions, improved DSR has shown a
increased upto 8 percent as shown in “fig .12”.

Table 1: Throughput, End-to-End delay and Network load of DSR and

Improved DSR
Rounds of data
Packet sent
1000
5000

Throughput of
DSR
25%
3%
End-to-End
Delay of DSR

1000
5000

6ms
9ms
Network
of DSR
70%
90%

1000
5000

Load

Throughput of
Imp DSR
75%
15%
End-to-End
Delay of Imp
DSR
1ms
3ms
Network Load
of Imp DSR
10%
80%

Table 2: Packet Delivery ratio of DSR
Rounds
of
data Packet
sent

Packets
received at
destination
(DSR)

Packets Drop
( DSR)

80000

43000
Approximately

37000
Approximately

Figure 9: Throuput of DSR and Imp DSR

Table 3: Packet Delivery ratio of Improved DSR
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Figure 10: End-to-End Delay of DSR and Imp DSR

Figure 11: Network Load of DSR and Imp DSR
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Figure 12:Packet Delivery Ratio of DSR and Imp DSR

Figure 13: Throughput of Imp DSR and Imp DSR with link failure
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Figure 14: Network load of Imp DSR and Imp DSR with link failure

Figure 15: End-to-End Delay of Imp DSR and Imp DSR with link failure
Table 4: Throughput, End-to-End delay and Network load of Imp DSR and Imp DSR
with link failure

Rounds of data
sent
1000
4000

Throughput of Imp DSR
with link failure
90%
15%
End-to-End Delay of Imp
DSR with Link failure

1000

Throughput of
Imp DSR
75%
10%
End-to-End
Delay of Imp
DSR
1ms

4000

3ms

8ms

1000

Network Load of
Imp DSR
10%

Network Load of Imp DSR
with Link failure
5%

4000

75%

70%

3ms

Figure 16: Packet Delivery ratio of Imp DSR and Imp DSR with link failure
Table 5: Packet Delivery ratio of Imp DSR

Rounds of data
sent

Packets
received at
destination
(Imp DSR)

70000

52000
Approximately

Packets Drop
( Imp DSR)

18000
Approximately
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Table 6:. Packet Delivery ratio of Imp DSR With link failure

Rounds of data
sent

Packets
received at
destination
(Imp DSR with
link failure)

Packets Drop
( Imp DSR with
link failure)

70000

61000
Approximately

8000
Approximately
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B. Comparison of DSR with unidirectional Link and
hidden nodes (Imp DSR) vs. DSR with
unidirectional Link and hidden nodes including Link
Failure recovery (Imp DSR with Link failure).
In the second part we established a link failure recovery
when a link is gone down while transmitting data between the
source and Destination node as shown in “fig. 8”. That gives
a clear idea of how we will recover from a link failure by
finding a shortest alternate path for data delivery, if we didn’t
found any path in cache; we will send RREQ and look into if
the link can established, if it did not established we will send
a RERR and will start the process again. In the above tables
we have shown the Comparison of DSR with unidirectional
Link and hidden nodes (Imp DSR) vs. DSR with
unidirectional Link and hidden nodes including Link Failure
recovery (Imp DSR with Link failure).
From he graphical response the improvement can be seen
up to 13% in Imp DSR with link failure. The total
improvement in packet delivery ratio from DSR is 23% from
the Imp DSR. In total which accumaletly gives us a value of
30 % from DSR protocol. The improvement is due to the
alternate paths we find for data transfer and we don not wait
for a long a time and we do not drop packets as our node is
not sending any packets if the the link is broken.
C. Trade off
When we implemented the link failure recovery, so our
End-to-End delay has been increased up to 4 to 5ms from the
improved DSR that can be seen in Table 5 and “fig.15”. Due
to looking into route cache for new shortest routes and may
be restarting the process if we did not found the possible
route, so this in return will increased our delay time.
CONCLUSION
In our thesis we are trying to enhance the
capabilities of DSR routing protocol by implementing two
main changes into it.
(1) DSR with hidden link and unidirectional links
(improved DSR).
(2) Improved DSR with link failure recovery.
We are using the blacklisting technique to avoid the
unidirectional links and RTS/CTS technique to avoid hidden
links. Now the second problem was of link failure and its
recovery. We used a simple technique of looking into any
availale shortest path for communication is a specific time
interval or else restart the whole process again after Max
upper threshold time.
Our research of improving DSR routing protocol by the
above mentioned techniques had shown a very good
improvement in every performance parameter. It gives
multiple advantages such as:
(1) Immunity from unidirectional links
(2) Avoiding hidden nodes
(3) Link failure recovery.
But we also have to face some tradeoffs in imp protocol
with link failure regarding End-to- End delay.
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